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Abstract— Inverse modeling is well poised to further our

understanding of the California Current Ecosystem LTER

region through analysis of carbon transport within the system.

Estimating carbon fluxes between the photic surface waters and

the deeper water column is critical in carbon sequestration and

biological pump dynamics; nevertheless, it remains a stubborn

measurement to make. Current estimates rely on direct mea-

surements of either sinking particles collected within sediment

traps or the thorium:uranium disequilibrium throughout the

water column. Both of these techniques underestimate the car-

bon export. Through inverse modeling, we can independently

derive an estimate for this flux, among many others, through

a multifactorial approach that integrates our understanding of

ecological dynamics with a variety of field data.

I. INTRODUCTION

Although it is critically important in forming respon-

sible management plans, interrogating and understanding

ecological food webs is a notoriously difficult task. Often

the nutrient flows are obscured by complex community

dynamics that vary widely in both temporal and spatial

scales. Compounding the uncertainty is a dearth of available

metrics that are assailable to direct measurement. One such

example might be the grazing rate of Microzoa (MIC) on

Heteronanoflagellates (HNF). The overall MIC grazing rate

can be readily assayed, but class specific rates are rarely

interrogated. Neither quantity can be measured in situ, which

introduces further sources of error and another layer of

assumption. Due to this complex topology and the dynamic

nature of life, ecological food webs are difficult to analyze.

Marine plankton communities are even more difficult to

process compared to their terrestrial doppelgangers due to

Fig. 1: . Image created by Haili Wang. Software: Scripps
Photobiology Group using SeaDAS and GMT.

the plethora of species and the relative scales [5]–both large

in the case of the water column and small in the case of the

phytoplankton–experienced by the oceanographer. Inverse

modeling is one avenue of research that permits a deep

integration of both the theory and the data[9].

The California Current Ecosystem LTER (CCE LTER) is a

study region in the coastal upwelling zone of the California

current (Figure 1). This region is highly variable in terms

of productivity and community composition, and it has been

studied extensively in terms of transport processes [1] and

fisheries management [4], [2]. Nonetheless, an integration

of the geophysical with that of the biological has remained

elusive.

As an upwelling zone, the potential for massive carbon

draw-down and sequestration to the sediments due to primary



productivity is high. Yet the same processes that make the

region particularly productive in terms of Chl a also obscure

the efficiency of the biological pump. This is the impetus

behind the inverse modeling approach whereby this complex

system can be parsed into distinct signals.

II. METHODS

An inverse model begins by making a few simple assump-

tions about ways in which an ecosystem can be understood.

To understand the validity of these assumptions, and to

further build a foundation upon which to understand the

results, I will first step through the basics of an inverse model

before remarking specifically on the models applicability to

the problem at hand.

An inverse model seeks to solve a series of linear equations

[6] which state our understanding of the nutrient flows

involved in the ecosystem under study. For example, in our

study we will be looking at carbon flows between plankton,

fish, and various organic and inorganic carbon pools (e.g.

DOC and detritus). This series of linear equations is then

codified as a set of matrix equations.

Ax = b (1)

Ex = f (2)

Gx ≥ h (3)

Without delving too far into the linear algebra, which

is beyond the scope of this article, these set of equations

represent–in the simplest case–the mass balance equations

(1); the various field measurements (2); and a wide variety of

physiological factors including growth rates and efficiencies,

and observations (3).

The model attempts to solve all three of these matrix

equations for a solution x which represents all the carbon

Fig. 2: Estimated, surface-water food web.

flows between the different compartments or organisms

present (e.g. HNF to MIC). While equations (1) and (2) are

of the same form, the model will always satisfy (1) exactly

if possible, and only then attempt to solve (2). Therefore

(1) is commonly referred to the exact equations while (2)

is the approximate equations. An implicit assumption in this

structure is that the ecosystem carbon flows can be assumed

to operate in a linear fashion.

III. DISCUSSION

The CCE LTER data provides an excellent opportunity

to both test the applicability of inverse models to upwelling

areas and to help integrate the highly diverse measurements

taken in the region over a range of spatial and temporal

scales. With first order analysis, foodwebs–such as figure

2–provide value insight into the dynamics of the ecosystem

[8]. As we will see later, deeper insights can be gleamed

from second order, derived quantities, and possibly even third

order quantities as well.

With this model, a specific question will be asked in ad-

dition to the standard analysis. Fish and vertically migrating



Fig. 3: Derived GGE from a sampling of 10,000,000
solutions.

plankton species are known carbon exporters by grazing

on food sources in the surface waters and then migrating

down in the water column on a, typically, diurnal scale [3].

While estimates have been made in the past, measuring the

resulting carbon export directly has been challenging; and yet

it represents an important mechanism within the biological

pump and carbon sequestration.

The Inverse Modeling technique provides an estimation of

the fluxes between any two compartments, which can provide

some interesting derived quantities (second order) that are

virtually impossible to measure in situ. For example, Gross

Growth Efficiencies are critical to our understanding of the

marine trophic cascade and the organic carbon pools (Figure

3).

IV. FUTURE WORK

As with any model, the results are only as reliable as

the data driving it. Since ecosystems are notoriously under-

constrained problems in that the number of degrees of

freedom allowed a solution, x, by the model is large, an

accurate, Bayesian sampling of this solution is essential to

Fig. 4: Dendrogram

understanding the results. In this model just 37 equations (23

exact and 14 approximate) and 80 inequalities are available

to constrain the solution in a 106 dimensional space.

Statistical tools for analyzing the results of the model

will poise opportunities deeper understanding and possibly

even widely applicable metrics [7]. Through the use of

data clustering such as k-means it may be possible to

generalize the spectrum of solutions into useful categories

based on functional understandings (third order analysis). For



example, Figure 4 shows a h-cluster of 25 randomly sampled

solutions. The bifurcation of the dendrogram suggests two,

statistically distinct, branches of solutions (Labeled 1 and

2). Perhaps branch 1 are the solutions for a deep ecosystem

controlled by passive carbon flux verses one controlled by

vertical migrators. More analysis is certainly needed.
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